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All,
(S//SI) In order to put NSA's support to inter-agency efforts to assess and respond to recent and
expected media leaks on a robust and sustainable footing, DIRl\ISA has appointed Rick Ledgett,
formerly the Director of the l\ISA Threat Operations Center, as the full-time NSA lead for the
Media Leaks Task Force. Effective immediately, and working within the USG's whole-ofgovernment approach, Rick will oversee execution of NSA's response to the ongoing leaks, and
assist USG efforts to develop and implement a strategy to get ahead of them.
(5//51) In his new capacity as the NSA lead for the Media Leaks Task Force, Rick will report
directly to DIRNSA, be responsible for NSA's strategy and its execution, to include
coordinating strategic external engagement with the White House, ODl\11, USD(I), other
Executive Branch stakeholders, and Congress. Specific lines of effort under Rick's direction
will include assessment, near-term mitigation, restoration, and communications. While we
will augment Rick's efforts with some direct support staff, he will work through and
coordinate with NSA's existing Legislative Affairs, Legal, and Public Affairs conduits.
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(U//FOUO) Trum Soule will act as Rick's deputy, while remaining dual-hatted as the NSA
Deputy COS. In his Deputy role, Trum's focus will be on overseeing the execution of the
internal NSA lines of effort, working with and through the NSA sub-leads for each.
(U//FOUO) Rick and his team will coordinate with the specific interagency leads for the many
ongoing activities related to the media leaks, ensuring coherent NSA input(s). In order to help us
generate timely and comprehensive support to all USG efforts on this issue, please ensure they are
copied on any requests for information or taskings to NSA. Equally important, please use them as
the entry point if you're not sure who at NSA should get a given request.
(U//FOUO) Contact information follows (e-mail effective now; all phones effective 25 June):
Rick Ledgett: RHLedge@nsa.ic.gov;969-5007 NSTS;_l_ _ _ _...lsTE ""''""'"'"'
Trum Soule: TDSoule@hsa.k.gov; 963-3444 or969c5006 NSTS;
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301-68800~
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.-----N-.SA Media Leaks Task Force Alias: Medialeaks Staff@nsa.ic. gov; 969-5011 NSTS;
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NSA 24 Hour Operations Center: SOO@nsa.ic.gov;963-3777 NSTS; 301-6880STE
Chris Inglis
Deputy Director, NSA
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